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More specifically, participating in peer review can help students: . enough to replicate it themselves; an argumentative
essay can be called â€œconvincingâ€• when it.

Relevant to the present concern is that the focus group discussion revealed that several groups did not
exchange feedback forms via email but decided to meet up in person instead in order to have a more
interactive discussion. The authors note, though, that in the courses in which peer feedback took place on early
drafts or outlines, there was more feedback on structure than when it took place on later drafts. They conclude
that for asynchronous modes of commenting, using digital tools is more effective than handwriting for reasons
not discussed here , and for synchronous modes of commenting, face to face discussions are more effective
than text-based, electronic chats  Regarding student views of both modes Figl et al. Millis, Barbara J. Might
one form of feedback be more effective than another in terms of being taken up in later revisions of essays?
But that study was about peer tutors and clients, which is a different situation than peer assessment in courses.
Even when they take seriously feedback provided by their peers, students often do not know how to
incorporate that feedback when they revise their papers. I expect graduate school to continue to be a journey
which I embark upon with great enthusiasm. Some of these tasks are descriptive and others are evaluative.
They also found that both written and oral feedback focused more on content and style than on structure,
though there were more comments on structure in the written feedback than in the oral. Helping a child realize
his or her own potential gives me a strong sense of accomplishment. One way to help them make this
connection is to point out a fact that many instructors take for granted but that undergraduates need to be
reminded of: no matter what university students end up doing after graduation, the quality of their ideas and
their work will be judged, in a large measure, by how well they can communicate in writing to diverse
audiences. Define the role of the peer-reviewer as that of a reader, not an evaluator. However, they were using
different measures of writing quality. Gaps in the literature Besides more studies to see if better patterns can
emerge and perhaps they are out thereâ€”as noted above, my literature search has not been systematic , one
gap is that no one, so far, has considered video chats, such as Google Hangouts, for peer assessment. Many
students do not perceive feedback from peers as relevant to the process of writing a paper for a course. They
should also start to see themselves as writers and readers who have a stake in learning to recognize and to
produce effective writingâ€”as academic peers who learn more when they learn to communicate more
effectively with one another. San Francisco: Jossey-Bass. Emphasize to students that peer review is not just a
course requirement: it is an essential part of the writing process that all successful writers engage in at some
point. Undergraduate students often have an inadequate understanding of these criteria, and as a result, they
either ignore or inappropriately apply such criteria during peer-review sessions Nilson  My day is usually
filled with activities such as group, individual and crisis counseling, conflict resolution, behavioral
observation, and assessments. Pupils will likely be capable of communicate coupled with their educator
through the digital college campus. Instead, direct the advice that is being given by providing the criteria to be
evaluated and the proper means of delivering this criteria. And this sort of evidence might be useful for
courses that are distributed geographically, so students could have a kind of face-to-face peer assessment
interaction rather than just giving each other written comments and carrying on a discussion over email or an
online discussion board. They end up being pretty small here on the blog, so I also have links to each one of
them, below. For written, synchronous modes of peer assessment e. There are students who get selected to
universities but drop out due to ragging. Figl et al. It now occurred to my mind that, instead of the name of the
month, the figure of the sign of the zodiac corresponding to the particular month, should be stamped.
Therefore, the partner workshop works better for more advanced classes and assignments. Types of peer
workshops: Round Robin: This type of workshop involves rotating essays frequently in larger groups, perhaps
even with the entire class. See here for online version behind a paywall. A school psychologist never knows
exactly what the day will include, much like my current position as a counseling assistant at Castle Park
Middle School in Chula Vista. The purpose of peer review as a prelude to revision is to help the writer
determine which parts of the paper are effective as is, and which are unclear, incomplete, or unconvincing.
Complementing this experience is my current position as a counseling assistant. The main key to a successful
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workshop is providing structure for the feedback that is given. Remind students that the process of producing
academic and professional writing generally involves three steps: drafting, revising, and editing. Upper era
peer assessment essays for scholarships us to compelling dynamos, and than magnetic peer assessment essays
for scholarships. Only get involved if absolutely necessary. The authors stated that the face to face discussion
was less focused on the essay being reviewed than in the online chats but see my criticisms of this
interpretation here. The goal of these workshops is to focus on something quick and specific each time i. They
suggest combining these two methods for peer assessment. He looked at improvement in writing between a
draft of an essay and a revision of that essay final version after peer assessment. The most important benefit of
peer workshops comes from students helping each other.


